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Introducing

The SwitchedOn digital curriculum has

SWITCHEDON EDUCATION IS A 21ST CENTURY DIGITAL
CURRICULUM INCORPORATING CHRISTIAN VALUES
FOR SCHOOLS AND HOME-BASED EDUCATION
SwitchedOn Education is a web-based learning
platform featuring a media-rich, online Christian
curriculum. Our interactive online platform can
be accessed through any internet connection and
browser and includes 3-D animation & directinstruction video clips from master teachers. With
learning needs and schools can be curriculum-ready
in minutes whilst promoting mastery education.

management system with over 150 fully
built-in assessments. Our rigorous courses
are developed in a media-rich environment
to enable and inspire asynchronous
student learning in a 21st century high-tech
elements including audio, challenging online

SwitchedOn Education provides a timeous online
educational solution to Christian parents, despite
the growing negativity and uncertainty in education
provision globally, and in South Africa.

Our Story So Far
their children, scrambling for Christian teaching,
online and remote Christian Education as well as
Biblical Studies, has just exploded as they seek the
best for their children to secure their futures.
Unlike the traditional textbook curriculum (or online
PDFs) with a dry, one-dimensional presentation
of lessons, we make use of an online curriculum
that has a diverse, vibrant mixture of entertaining
lessons, assignments, projects, experiments,
captivate the learners’ attention and engage them in
their learning and higher order thinking.

SwitchedOn Education was established in the UK
by a visionary ex-South African couple, Graham and
Cheryl Hill, when they established Bournemouth
Christian School. The organisation has had rapid
growth beyond the UK including 24 partner schools
& 5 Home Based Education Academies in South
Africa, Namibia and Zimbabwe.

Accreditation
• SwitchedOn Education is accredited
by Cognia as an international digital,
curriculum provider.
•
over 80 countries, with 36,000 institutions that
serve and support nearly 25 million students and

• Biblical Worldview
• Cognitive Reasoning
• Mastery Learning
• Integrated Subject Material
• Personalised Instruction
• Academic Excellence
• Text to Speech Functionality
• Messaging System
• Media Rich Learning
• Built-in Reference Tool
• Online Learner Records Management
• Projects
• Continuous Assessment
• Virtual Laboratories
• Automatic Real-Time Grading
• Built-in Assesments
• Ongoing Contextual Course Creation
• Dynamic Interactive Curriculum Content

a trusted partner in advancing learning for all.
www.cognia.org

AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA: We offer
the accredited American High School Diploma
which may be used to apply for admission to South
African Universities through the international

DUAL ENROLMENT: In a landmark development
SwitchedOn Education has partnered with
American universities to provide online university/
college courses in Grades 11 and 12 at a fraction
of USA university costs. At the end of Grade 12
students receive an accredited 2-year Associate
in Arts Degree as well as the accredited American
High School Diploma. Students may then choose to
continue to a full Bachelor’s Degree online
(with transfer credit), in America or in South Africa.

Sample demo lesson:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjaiz91qjvM

